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صر في الكهربية الطاقة احتياجات ان ف2018 عام في .القادمة سنة العشرون في كبيرة زيادة تزداد سوف م  سو
صيل يتم ة بالطاقة كهربية توليد محطة تو ووي ي الن صرية الكهربية الشبكة ط ي .الموحدة الم ل ا ت ل ا ن ،وب التفاعل فإ
ت من ظم من وغيرها النووية الطاقة محطا ك صبح ا ألهمية غاية في مسألة ت ضع وينبغي ،ا صيلي نموذج و  تف
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ضغوط الماء مفاعل ،نووية توليد لوحدة تفصيلية محاكاة م مع الم ا الستقرار لدرسة الكهربية رة القد ظ  العابر ا
سطة تنفذ المحاكاة هذه مج بوا ت التمثيل برا م الكهربية للشبكا م س / ء ع م ه م ط ب ر1الم ببرنامج ر ب ال  د

Matlab/Simulink.) ضا صميم تم الورقة هذه في اي  هذا النووية الطاقة محطة في للمفاعل قدرة حاكم ت
ة الكهربية الشبكة بين المختلفة التاثير تحليل في يستخدم ممكن المحاكاة ط ح م ئ النووية الطاقة و دل سب المثال طي

حظةخروجو الكهربية الشبكة م / ر/قددكه النووية / ٠من يالعابر )لخطاع ط

Abstract
The capacity of the €lectrical power system in Egypt will increase rapidly in the 
coming twenty years. In year 2018, nuclear power generation will be connecting to 
the Egyptian electrical grid. Consequently, the interaction of nuclear power plants ana 
other systems becomes a very important issue, and a detailed nuelear power model for 
the medium-term and long-term power system stability should be developed. 
Jlowever, there is no nuclear unit model that can describe the detailed characteristics 
of the nuclear unit in the available commercial power system simulation software. In 
this paper, a detailed pressurized water reactor (PWR) nuclear unit model for 
medium-term and long-term power system transient stability is proposed. The model 
 s implemented by a user defined program in PSS/E through PSS/E Matlab Simulink؛
Interface. Also This paper proposes a design of power plant reactor controller for the
nuclear power plant. This model can be used to analyze the difference influences 
between the Egyptian electrical grid and nuclear power plants for examples transient 
fault on electrical grid and outage of nuclear power plant. The simulation results show 
that the proposed model is valid.

Keywords: Nuclear power plant model, Egyptian electrical grid, PSS/E, Matlab 
Simulink.

١. Introduction
Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) are used in many countries as an economical and 
environmentally clean source of base load electrical generation. However, the 
deployment of NPPs to supply a portion ofthe electricity on a power grid brings with 
it a number of requirements on the grid design that are unique to this power source, 
and which must be considered by power grid planners and system operators. Unlike 
conventional power sources (thermal power units, or hydroelectric dams), NPPs have 
long term shutdown cooling requirements that consume power and have stringent
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voltage and frequency limitations (imposed to assure the operability of critical 
emergency cooling systems)[!]. The frequency and voltage of power system mainly 
affect the nuclear power plants in the following two aspects: First, the deviation of 
frequency and voltage control the action of the governor or the bypass valve system. 
Second, the frequency and voltage affect the flux rate and the power of the coolant 
pump directly.
Consequently, it is important to study the interaction of nuclear plant and other 
systems under fault. However, there is no nuclear unit model that can describe the 
detailed characteristics ofthe nuclear unit in the available commercial power system 
simulation software, and a detailed nuclear power model for the medium-term and 
long-term power system stability should be developed. Some detailed nuclear 
machine models for power system stability analysis have been proposed in previous 
studies. [l]-[2] put forward a nuclear machine model for pressurized water reactor 
(PWR) nuclear power plant. In this model, the frequency deviation by the grid 
disturbance is assumed to be small, and the coolant pump, rapid closing mechanism, 
bypass valve control, protection system are not taken into account. However, it cannot 
simulate the dynamic behavior of power systems with nuclear power plants under 
large disturbance, such as load rejection. [3]-[7ل put forward a detailed nuclear power 
plant model for Dabhaa Nuclear Power Plant. In this model, the coolant pump, rapid 
closing mechanism, and bypass valve control systems are all taken into account, but 
the steam turbine condenser and feeder water system are not considered. The model 
can simulate the dynamic behavior of power systems with nuclear power plants under 
large disturbance. In this paper, a detailed nuclear power plant model is proposed. In 
this model, the steam turbine model is simplified, while the coolant pump model is 
included. Then a user-defined program of Power System Simulation for Engineers 
(PSS/E) through PSS/E Matlab Simulink Interface modeling the nuclear power plant 
is implemented [8]. The program can revise and debug very easily, for the user only 
needs to modify the Matlab transfer function diagram of ccrtain modules if needed. 
Based on this program, the response of nuclear power plants to the disturbance ofthe 
power grid is simulated. The PWR reactor plant are being operated and constructed 
widely, with consideration to the plant dynam ics under power system disturbances.

2. Site characteristics and infrastructure.

The El Dabaa Site was selected on the basis of a site selection study, through four 
steps in 1978-1979, exploring eleven pre-selected potential areas on the Egyptian 
coasts (Mediterranean Sea, the Nile Delta, the Gulf of Suez and the Red Sea). The site 
has been found adequate for installing nuclear units totalling at least 4000 MW(e) 
capacity. The main characteristics of El Dabaa site are the following [9]:
٠ Low seismic activity of the region, the seismic design spectrum is scaled 0.2 g 
according to the USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.60.
٠ There are either recent or active faults in the area.
• Suitable foundation basement for the constructions of the power block of the units 
and for the cooling water intake and discharge structures.
٠ Suitable site topography to allow the location and arrangement ofthe nuclear power 
plant with minimum constrain and good protection against sea hazards.
• Low population density.
٠ Good location for electrical network and water desalination.
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٠ The thermal, ehemical and mechanical impact on the sea is very acceptable, and the 
radiological dose for people living near the site is less than 1/1000 ofthe permissible 
limits in regard to routine releases and less than 3% in case of aceidental releases.
٠ The site, in addition to being suitable for nuclear power and for seawater 
desalination, is also favourably located with respect to the international 
interconnected transmission system. [9]

3. Model of Nuclear power plant
The nuclear power plant system is very complicated, ?actors that have close 
relationship with the power system should be kept, while the others should be ignored 
or simplified. In this paper, a detailed nuclear power plant model is proposed. It 
includes the reactor neutron dynamics model, reactor thermal dynamics model, steam 
generator dynamics model, reactor power system model and coolant pump integrated 
parameter model [1-2], The model is relatively simple and fit for power system 
stability analysis. The diagram ofthe detailed model is shown in Fig. I.
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Fig. 1. The diagram ofthe nuclear power plant model

3.1. Reaetivity and Core Kinetics [4]:
The reactor fission power (neutron density) was modelled using the point kinetics 
eauations with six srouas of delaved neutrons and reactivity feedbacks due to changes

andin

(١)P  + Y x , c
p

(2)

linearized equations are:
dP

dCt 

dt

Where

Neutron generation time 
Precursor concentration.c

P: Reactor power 
p  : Reactivity
p  : Total delayed neutron fraction

X{ : Delayed neutron decay constant for the ith delayed neutron group 

م ر  : delayed neutron Action for the م  group

Feedback reactivates in this model are expressed as a function ofthe mean values of 
the fuel and coolant tem ^ratures and ^im ary coolant pressure [9] as shown in the 
following equations:
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(3)0٦٦P a  A T

(4)T . . „ )Pa

(5)٠pp„ج/

y coefficient.؛،v،؛a r : coolant pressure reae

Tr : mean fuel temperature at time t.

Tj0 : mean fuel temperature at steady- state 

Tr(. : mean coolant temperature at steady- state

1'uel temperature reactivity and 

،:،wlant temperature reactivity 

primary coolant pressure reactivity

Where

p, ؛

p
1 ' ا ا ار : 1أ  temperature reactivity coefficient

It. ■ coolant temperature reactivity coefficient Tc : mean coolant temperature at time

r r. Pro : mean primary coolant ^essure at t؛me t and at the steady-state respectively.
As a result, the total reactivity which presents ؛٨  equation (1) is:

(6)p f  +  P i ا   P p ا   P r o dp  ---- 
Where

is a function representing the control rods or boron concentration.

ها آ€ا 'ا' أل'ا اآا • kinetics models ean be used by introducing the normalized dynamic 
equations having the one prompt neutron group point kinetics equations with six 
precursor groups of delayed neutrons, and the three reactivity feedback mechanisms, 
f or the normalized dynamic equations, new normalized variables such as the power 
density and delayed neutron precursor density are developed by normalizing the point 
kinetics equations. The normalized power density is rewritten as:
i/N

ث

م(7)

(8)A ( N - D

represents normalized power or normalized neutron density, and
(١

(//
where

ا آا ا ' reactivates is in dollars, and the relative fraction for delayed neutrons of grope i
and ٠  is the normalized delayed neutron precursorم,

density.

3.2. The thermal output dynamics model.

I 1آ ا ' thermal output dynamic model can be expressed by the first order differential 
equations, as is shown.
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Where
the initial power level, Mwا)
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C pc : the specif،; heat of coolant, kj/kg.k 

m c  : the mass flow rate in core, kg/s;

m ,  : the mass of coolant, kg;

m, : the mass of fuel, kg;

the specific heat of fuel, kJ/kg.kc,„,

the heat transfer/  : the fraction ofthe total power produced in the fuel h

coefficient from fuel to coolant, w/m2.k;

.3. The hot leg and cold leg temperature model

The hot leg and cold leg temperature model can be expressed by the first order 
differential equations, as:

(12)(ATr 2 - A T HL)
١HI. _dAT

(13)( A T „ , , - A T c l )
ه١

Where:
: the hot leg heat transfer time constant, s; 

: the cold leg heat transfer time constant, s
T H I

T

AThj : the hot leg temperature deviation, °c ن 

ATr/ : the cold leg temperature deviation, °c
AT()}> : the primary fluid lump temperature deviation, °c

3.4. The steam generation model
The steam generation model ofthe nuelear power plant is circulation type. The 
dynamic model of steam generator is shown in the following equation as:

04 )
dATn

م(15) م-ب م*.,,ب م+,ب ؛ب , [ا*,

+KFSm*KTm])؛>( K R * t y - ^

dt
-  ١

1 = ا
ه ٢٠٠

dAPs ١

٢ PSdt

Where:

: the tube metal lump temperaturemT: the tube metal lump temperature
deviation, s;deviation, c
٢

ps : the tube األآ؛ال' أ  lump temperature 
deviation, s;

' : the steam pressure deviation, pu;A p

٢
r : the tube metal lump temperature 

deviation,

3.5. The coolant pump model
The coolant pump model is as follows [5]:
The change of rotation speed of the primary coolant pump will affect the delivered 
coolant flows to the reactor and the steam generator, and further affect the internal 
dynamic process of reactor. The speed change of pump is determined by rotor motion 
equation of the pump motor. In the rotor motion equation the electromagnetic torque 
is expressed as the function of the frequency and voltage of the power supply. The 
damping torque is expressed as the function of coolant flow, lift of pump and the 
rotation speed of motor. The coolant flow is assumed proportional to the rotation 
speed of motor [11ل.
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the specific heat of coolant, kj/kg.km, : the mass of fuel, kg;

thc : the mass flow rate in core, kg/s; 

mr : the mass of coolant, kg;

the specific heat of fuel, kJ/kg.kCm,

the heat transferthe fraction of the total power produced in the fuel h

coefficient from fuel to coolant, w/m2.k;

.3. The hot leg and eold leg temperature model

The hot leg and cold leg temperature model can he expressed by the first order 
differential equations, as:

ATr)2ح7س)(12)
HI.dATا

r Hi

(13){ATo r - A T CL)١
TVي

Where:
: the hot leg heat transfer time constant, s; 

: the cold leg heat transfer time constant, s
t hlATI{f : the hot leg temperature deviation, °c ; 

AT(1 : the cold leg temperature deviation, °c
AT()r : the primary fluid lump temperature deviation, °c

3.4• The steam generation model
The steam generation model ofthe nuclear power plant is circulation type. The 
dynamic model of steam generator is shown in the following equation as:
d&r„

(14)[KPm*ATm+ K * A T HL-A T P

(15)KTm[KPm*XTP + K PC*APs

(16)[KPSn*XTm+ K Px*& y-APs

dt
— 1

Tr

م ب „

dt

dAPs 1
dt آ؟>/

T ' : the tube metal lump temperature
deviation, s;

ps : the tube metal lump temperature 
deviation, s;

Where:
A7’ : the tube met^l lump temperature 
deviation, c

' : the steam pressure deviation, pu;A p

٢
n : the tube metal lump temperature

deviation,

3.5. The eoolant pump model
The coolant pump model is as follows [5]:
The change of rotation speed of the primary coolant pump will affect the delivered 
coolant flows to the reactor and the steam generator, and further affect the internal 
dynamic process of reactor. The speed change of pump is determined by rotor motion 
equation ofthe pump motor. In the rotor motion equation the electromagnetic torque 
is expressed as the function of the frequeney and voltage of the power supply. The 
damping torque is expressed as the function of coolant flow, lift of pump and the 
rotation speed of motor. The coolant flow is assumed proportional to the rotation 
speed of motor [11].
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3.6 Reactor Power Control

Reactor Power Control in PWR can be accomplished by Core Reactivity Regulation 
and Power Distribution Control. Core Reactivity Regulation accounts for reactivity 
changes due to power level changes, and transient xenon level resulting from the 
power level changes. It is achieved by a combination of control rod position 
adjustment, and boron concentration adjustment. The controls rods which perform the 
core reactivity regulation are reduced strength rods, known as “Gray” rods. They are 
moved up or down, when the deviation between primary power (Pav) and the 
rcl'crencc power ( P r e f )  obtained from the turbine load (secondary power; turbine first 
stage pressure), exceeds the predetermined setpoint.
Power Distribution Control is performed to maintain the core thermal margin within 
operating and safety limits. Power distributions, as determined by the core neutron 
power axial shapes, are monitored and controlled during power maneuvers. A 
schematic diagram of a typical power control model is presented in Fig (2) [12]
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Fig. (2) Reactor Power control model

4. Egyptian Electrical National Grid
The !Egyptian Electrical National Grid (EENG) in Egypt is divided into six
ةمث<ة aphical regions, namely, Alexandria, Delta, Cairo, Canal, Middle Egypt, and 
Upper Egypt. The Egyptian El^tricity tr^smission system is composed of 500 kv, 
400 kv, 220 kv, 132 kv, and 66 kv levels [8]. A nuclear power plant will be located in 
the Alexandria zone before the year 2018 on the DABHAA site. Fig (3) shows the 
section from the Aexandria zone whieh contain the nuclear power plant [10].
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. System Results.

. Effeet of disturbance on Nuclear power plant and Electrical grid

Eault on Bus 1556 (NPP)

A three-phase short circuit is applied to the generator terminal on bus 1556 (Nuclear 
Power Plant) when t= 3 sec and cleared when t = 3.2 sec, with the line being tripped 
at the same time. The simulation result is shown in Fig. (3).
As shown from Fig. (3, a, b, c, d, e, f, can
the system can run stable and the nuclear plant can operate without dropping the unit. 
The change in mechanical power, change in control rod speed, change in rod distance, 
and change in the pressures, the change in reactor power and change in temperatures 
are shows in its figures.
The frequency of several large central power generators is shown in Fig (3.i). Clearly, 
short circuit occurrence at its bus changes the frequency of other connected 
generators. They oscillate severely during the fault duration (from t = 3 to 3.2 sec), 
then, the oscillations start to damp from t = 3.2 sec till 5 sec س د  goes to steady state 
situation which is the same as the new initial conditions. Figure (3.j) shows the 
change in generators rotor angle behavior. It is accompanying to the oscillations start 
to damp from t = 3.2 sec till 8 see and goes to steady state situation which is the same 
as the initial conditions. Finally Figure (3.k) shows the surrounding buses voltage 
violations, the voltage dips to zero p .u  suddenly during the fault time 0.2. After fault 
clearance, the voltage starts to recover itself.
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Fig (3) Effect the fault from 3 to 3.2 sec on bus 1556 on Reactor and Grid Functions
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5.2 Outage of the NPP

An outage of the NPP will cause a substantial loss of generation of both MW and 
Mvar for the grid.. The grid n^ust have enough reserves to ensure system frequency 
stability during NPP down-times or shutdown.
Figure (4.a) shows the buses frequencies with outage the nuclear power plant at 3 sec 
without load shedding. I he frequencies are getting new equilibrium position after 
outage of the nuclear power plant under frequency controller setting which ١١١̂ ^ be 
outage of the Electrical grid or the load shedding is outage some of load which to 
reaming balanced of electrical grid . Figure (4.b) shows the effective ofthe NPP on 
buses voltage.
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Fig (4) Fffective of NPP outage at t=3 sec on Electrical grid.

6 €onelus؛on
This research introduced an impact of Nuclear power plant on Egyptian Electrical 
Grid depending on the experimental data of the Nuclear Power Plant and Egyptian 
Electrical grid.
All Scenarios of faults which conducted on the Egyptian Electrical Grid on nuclear 
power plant location are Influenced on nuclear power plant without trip its unit.
A new detailed nuclear power plant model is proposed and implemented by using 
PSS/E package with Matlab/ Simulink Interface.
The response of the nuclear power plant to the power grid disturbance is studied. And 
the main conclusions are as follows:
1) The constant power model of nuclear power plant can be used in power system 
transient stability analysis. The detailed nuclear power plant model should be used for 
the medium-term and long-term power system stability analysis.

2) At normal conditions, the Egyptian electricity grid is high performance and good 
quality, which increased of performance and live lime operation of nuclear power 
plant.
3) If the line fault can be cleared correctly and the system can remain stable, the 
nuclear power plant will be able to operate normally without dropping the unit.

4) ١٢ the nuclear power plant can be outage from operation the grid can remain 
unstable or outage.
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5) l،’the nuclear power plant can be operation on h ^ f  generation, the grid can remain 
stable.
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